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Student to participate in pageant
By Monica Frost
REPORTER

If someone would have told
Audrey Cucllar her freshman year
that three years later she would
be enrolled in a beauty pageant,
her response would have been,
"No way."
Bui now, Cuellar, a third year
student at the University, has less
than 11 months to prepare for the
Ms. Belleza Latina Beauty
Pageant.
The pageant, founded in 2000
by President Maria Torres, strives
to create Hispanic role models as
well as allowing Hispanic women
to celebrate their culture, accomplishments and beauty.
The pageant is open to women
ages 19-29 with a minimum of 25
percent Hispanic descent.
"This pageant is based on the
requirements of a true latina,"
Torres said. "It does not take
height or weight into consideration — in our culture we come in
a variety of shapes and sizes."

Cuellar is enthusiastic about
beinga part of a pageant that celebrates Hispanic culture.
"This pageant system is different," she said. "It gives you a voice
that a lot of times you don't have.
There are so many opportunities
in the pageant that won't compromise who I am. It is very
straightforward —very real."
Cuellar was chosen out of 13
applicants to act as Ohio's delegate in the competition. The
pageant is scheduled for August
of 2004 and is set to take place in
Puerto Rico.
Cuellar found information on
the pageant online while investigating ways to connect herself to
her culture.
"I've never been involved in
anything that supports my culture," she said, "I came across the
pageant online and thought, 'this
could be something I would want
to involve myself in.'"
In July 2003, Cuellar sent in two
photographs of herself and an

application describing her ambitions, charity work and reasons
she would make a good candidate for the pageant. Cuellar also
had a phone interview with
Torres.
A few vveks later, Cuellar found
out she was chosen as Ohio's delegate.
"When you buy a lottery ticket,
you don't think you're going to
win," Cuellar said. "I was reluctant. I didn't know if I was the best
person for the position - but then
I remembered why 1 applied in
the first place."
Cuellar said her mother, father
and identical twin sister, Abbey,
who all reside in Weslaco, Texas,
have been very supportive about
her involvement in the pageant.
"We are very excited and happy
for her," said Efrain Cuellar,
Audrey's father. "Deep in her
heart she wanted to do something like this"
Cuellar, who said she has never
liked drawing attention to herself,

must now prepare for her first
beauty pageant by tending to a
to-do' list that includes finding
corporate sponsors, perfecting
her pageant platform and brushing up on interviewing skills.
Cuellar must pay a S900
national entrance fee for the
pageant. This amount does not
include her travel expenses and
wardrobe.
Cuellar has received some
donations from friends and plans
to soon introduce herself to local
businesses in hopes of securing
donations and sponsorships.
Cuellar also wants to use her status as a state delegate to help
local businesses and chariUes.
"I want to make myself available if there is anything I can do
to help them," she said.
Cuellar, who is majoring in
education with a focus in
Spanish, must also work on her
platform of promoting multiculPAGEANT. PAGE 2
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CONTESTANT: Junior Audrey Cuellar will compete for the title of Ms.
Belleza Latina Beauty.

$2 MILLION FOR STUDENTS

Hispanic

GENEROSITY SHOWN ,5£5i
Heritage

SANDUSKY PHILANTHROPIST MAKES ANOTHER CONTRIBUTION
By Kara Hud
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

University alumnus and
Sandusky philanthropist George
Mylander presented a check for
$2 million yesterday to establish
student scholarships and the creation of an endowed visiting professorship in education.
Mylander, 71. who graduated
in 1958 with a degree in business
and earned his master's in education in 1970, made one request to
audience members yesterday
afternoon at a ceremony in Prout
Chapel.
"I will only ask one thing, that
you not take it to the bank tomorrow," he said.
Mylander currendy serves as
chair of the board of directors of
the Bowling Green State
University Foundation Inc., a
non-profit, tax-exempt organization created to receive and manage all contributions from private
sources. He was also instrumental in raising funds for the new
Cedar Point Center at BGSU
Firelands.
Myiander's $2 million gift will
be used to create the George I.
Mylander Scholarship at BGSU
Firelands in Huron, support the
Alumni laureate Scholars and a
deferred gift of $500,000 will be
used to create and endowed a visiting professorship to bring distinguished educators to campus.
A retired teacher and administrator in the Sandusky City
Schools, as well as former mayor
of Sandusky, Mylander is no
stranger to giving the University
his time or money.
Previous contributions from
Mylander have also established
alumni laureate scholarships in
his name. Sufficient scholarship
funds for students is what the
University lacks — and is what
Mylander hopes this contribution will improve.
"It's very clear from being on
the foundation board that one of
the weaknesses we have is the
ability to provide scholarships,"
he said. "When I give here I know

Month

it helps so many students."
For Alumni laureate Scholar
lanna Carpenter, events like yesterday's ceremony remind her of
just how much scholarship donations can help University students. Carpenter is one of six students to recieve the scholarship
consisting of full tuition, fees and
a S1.000 annual book award.
"It definitely makes me think
back to how thankful I am that I
can attend college," she said. "I
hope that my [future] job will provide me with the opportunity to
give back not only of my money
but of my time."
Without a spouse or children,
giving of his family inheritance to
his alma mater is like giving to
family, Mylander said.
"I feel like some of the organizations I support are like my family," he said. "One day you just
don't wake up and say 'I'm going
to become a philanthropist."
According to
University
President
Sidney
Ribeau.
Brad Bores BG fan
Myiander's contributions to the
University are the core values in DONATION: George Mylander, (above) alumnus and chair of the board of directors of the Bowling
action.
Green State University Foundation Inc.. signs a check for $2 million yesterday in Prout Chapel.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

MYLANDER, PAGE 2

Myiander's donation will go towards scholarships and an endowed visiting professorship at the
University and Firelands campus.

By Miranda Bond
REPORTER

Ballet llispanico will open the
24th season of the Bowling Green
State University Festival Series.
The performance is also pan of
the University's celebration of
I lispanic I leritage Month.
It is considered the foremost
dance production representative
of I lispanic culture in the United
States, the company creates an
image of the contemporary
I lispanic world.
Ballet 1 lispanico is described as
a fusion of ballet, modem dance
and latin dance. Their performance at the University will feature their newest production,
"Nightclub." Ihe plot is set in the
brothels of Argentina during the
1920s, the social clubs of Spanish
I larlem in the 1950s and in today's
hottest clubs.
"I saw diem when "Nightclub"
was first being choreographed last
winter. The dancers are fabulous
and the show has wonderful
choreography," said Deborah
Fleitz, director of Public F.vents for
the Arts.
The dance company was
founded in 1970 by Artistic
Director Tina Rainier/. She also
conceived the "Nightclub" production.
They have preformed for over 2
million people all over die world.
They have appeared in such
venues as the John F. Kennedy
Center for Performing Arts and
Houston's Wortham Center.
They have also ap|X'ared on
national television. R'tfonnances
range from the "CBS Sunday
Morning" show to the 1999
Hispanic Heritage Awards.
Their shows have ranged over
the years. The company has performed more than 70 works that
have been choreographed by people such as Alberto Alonso, Tito
Puente and Ann Reinking.
The Festival Series annually
invites guest dance companies to
BALLET, PAGE 2
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Alcohol fuels increase in BG crime
By Andrew Schart
CITY HEWS E0IIOR

Over the past year the city of
Bowling Green has experienced
an increase in alcohol associated
crimes, according toreports from
the Bowling Green Police
Division.
"Alcohol issues appear to be
more prevalent compared to last
year,'' said Brad Conner, opera-

tions lieutenant for the division.
In August the trend continued
as students returned for fall
semester. Compared to August of
2002 assaults and forgery continued to rise.
According to reports, aggravated assault is up 180 percent with
nine more arrests compared to
the first three quarters of 2002.
Simple assaults have increased 41

Cuellar wants to
use title for literacy
PAGEANT. FROM PAGE 1

siii.il awareness and literacy
awareness. She hopes to begin a
story time' program at local
libraries and hospitals that will
her allow her an opportunity to
share stories by Hispanic authors
with children.
Shopping is also on Cuellar's
agenda.
Thirty percent of the pageant is
based on an evening gown portion of the competition, another
30 percent is based on fashionwear and 40 percent is based on
an interview by a panel of five
judges.
"The interview questions range
from what our name is to why we
think we should win," Cuellar

said. "I have five minutes to
amaze these judges."
If Cuellar wins the title of Ms.
Belleza Latina she will receive a
prize package that includes not
only a crown, sash and video of
the event but also prizes from
sponsors and a year to promote
her platform.
"I would definitely use that status to continue to promote literacy," Cuellar said. "I would love to
go on a mini-tour throughout
Ohio and encourage kids about
college. I would use my status to
serve as a mentor, guide and
inspiration."
Editor's Note: If you are interested in donating to Cuellar, E-mail
msbellezalatina9holmaU.com

rip There is a 1 in 5 chance that a U.S. working^
£y woman will earn more than her husband.
S

"Alcohol issues appear to be more prevalent
compared to last year."
BRAD CONNER, OPERATIONS LIEUTENANT
percent in the city with 13 more last year.

arrests since 2002.
Also, disorderly conduct is up
18 percent with 52 more arrests,
and
forgery/counterfeiting
arrests have jumped 393 percent
with 55 more arrests compared to

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
Clarification
SIC SIC members are permitted to reveal their identity to
a roommate or significant
other to help remain anonymous to the rest of the campus
community.
—From Wednesday's
Homecoming Section

Correction
An article appearing Sept. 24
incorrectly stated that the featured students were majoring

ft

in recreational sports. The
University has no such major.

UA0 Concert tickets
still available
As of last night, UAO had
sold just over 1,300 rickets out
of the 4,000 available for the
Nappy Roots and Black Eyed
Peas concert.
Tickets will be available
tonight at the pep rally at 6 am.
in Anderson Arena, outside the

gates at the football game
tomorrow and at Anderson
Arena before the show.
Tickets can also be purchased online at
www.bgsu.musictoday.com or
at the Student Union information desk
Tickets are $18 with a student ID before the show and
$20 at the door tomorrow.

Alumnus' passion for U. noted
MYIANDER, FROM PAGE 1

"George Mylander epitomizes all the core values of this
institution,"
Ribeau said.
"They're more than just slogans,

UNIVERSITY!

•

The increase is not merely a
reflection of more officers on
patrol, Conner said.
"We don't have more officers
on the street," he said . "If anything we have had fewer officers

on the street."
Fewer officers on duty results
in fewer eyes and ears available to
stop any incidents, Conner said.
Last year the police division had
one more officer on staff.
Though the division reports a
decrease in the number of alcohol related crimes for last month,
Conner said he believes students
should be more careful when

kstore I

@ THE BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION

WELCOME BACK
TO CAMPUS

they're more than just catchy
phrases. They have to do with
how we treat one another and
how we respect one another as
we do the very challenging work
that universities do."
And Mylander has the drive

to tackle these challenges at the
University, Ribeau said.
"George has been at the forefront of our achievements," he
said. "And he does it with poise
and dignity, but he does it with a
little fire in his belly too."

HOMECOMING

Thursday, Oct. 2
Game of Day—
Shopping Cart Floats
Noon, Union Mall,
Bowen Thompson Student Union

Homecoming
Royalty Voting

7 p.m., Ice Arena
Contact Athletic Ticket Office.
1-877-BGSU TICKET or
www.bqsufalcons.com

Large selection of BGSU clothing
& BGSU imprinted gifts.

Merchandise Sales
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-4 p.m.. Lobby,

8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts (enter

Bowen Thompson Student Union

Golden Key
Canned Food Drive
11a.m. to 6 p.m., lobby,
Bowen Thompson Student Union

Friday, Oct. 3
Banner Turn-in
and Displaying
1 p.m.. 401 Bowen Thompson
Student Union

Snake Dance
5 p.m.. Union Mall,
Bowen Thompson Student Union
Dance your way 10 the Pep Rally

Methods of payment accepted:
BIG Charge, Visa,
Mastercard.Discover,
Cash, Check

BGSU

orange and
Drown
^<011^

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

perform. "This particular show
should appeal to all age groups
because of its sexy plot," Fleitz
said.
According to Miguelina Muniz,
president of the Latino Student
Union, the group truly speaks for
Hispanic culture,
"We are privileged to have
Ballet Hispanico on campus," she
said. "The contemporary dancing
demonstrates our rich culture."
Ballet Hispanico can be viewed
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Kobacker
Hall.
Tickets, $30 and $38, are available by calling 372-8171.

Falcon Hockey vs.
University of Windsor
(exhibition)

University Band,
Concert Band and Wind
Ensemble Concert

Get down
wlft ffie

BALLET, FROM PAGE 1

2003

11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Lobby,
Bowen Thompson Student Union

Serving BGSU and
the community
for over 70 years.

Show to
appeal to
all age
groups

Get flown Witt flie
orange antf brown

Open early on Saturday at 10: SO am

Visit the ALL NEW Falcon Fanatic
Store in the end zone at the
football stadium during
Saturday's Game

they drink and not get overwhelmed by the college lifestyle.
Disorderly conduct dropped
13 percent and aggravated
assaults dropped by 50 percent
for the month of September.
"An arrest for an alcohol violation is something that is going to
follow them for the rest of their
life and career," Conner said.

Pep Rally and
Royalty Crowning
6 p.m., Anderson Arena,
Memorial Hall

Saturday, Oct. 4
Homecoming 5 K
Fun Run/Walk
8:50 a.m. registration.
9: )0 a.m. start. Student
Recreation Center
Contact alumni affairs,
419-372-2701

[TheBiGBBQ]
13 p.m., Meijer Tailgate Park,
Doyt Perry Stadium
Celebrate Homecoming with alumni,
students, faculty, staff and
community members. The entire
Fakon family is invited to enjoy
picnic fare, a pep rally featuring
University leadership and
entertainment Sponsored by the
Alumni Association. Advance
reservations requested.Contact
alumni affairs.419-372-2701

Meijer Tailgate Park
2-4 p.m., Doyt Petty Stadium
Gather with Falcon fans in
this tailgate area before the
football qame

All Greek Tent
3-4 p.m., Meijer Tailgate Park,
Doyt Perry Stadium

Falcon Football vs.
Central Michigan
4 p.m„ Doyt Perry Stadium
FREE with student ID

UAO Post-game ConcertBlack Eyed Peas and
Nappy Roots
Anderson Arena, Memorial Hall

Sunday, Oct. 5
Falcon Men's Soccer vs.
University of Kentucky
2p.m.,CochraneFie!d

GreeK E vents
The following Greek units will be
hosting special Homecominq events.
Contact your chapter for more details.
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Phi
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Hi Delta
Chi Omega
Delta Gamma
Delta Zeta
Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Alpha Order
Kappa Delta

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Kappa Sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Delia Theta
Phi Kappa Psi
Phi Kappa Tau
PI Beta Phi
Pi Kappa Phi
Sigma Chi
Sigma Kappa
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Fpsilon

rind a complete
schedule of events at
uoraecoTntTig.tjgsu.e<Iu
DxJoU BOWL ING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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RADIO STATIONS HOLD RAFFLE TO BENEFIT DISEASE

www.bgnews.com/campus

WBGU/WTAL will be selling raffle tickets at their tent before the football game
Saturday to benefit the "Get in the Game" charity which funds research for Lou
Gehrigs disease. Clear Channel operations manager and 1984 graduate )im Lyle
established the charity. Lyle has the disease.
Prizes to be awarded include a BGSU football jersey worn by a past player, a signed
Bret Hull/Detroit Red Wings hockey puck, a Sean Casey/Cincinnati Reds autographed photo and a signed photo of Orel Hershiser/Cleveland Indians.

CAMPUS
"Very clearly, the law says strikes are not entitled to these
benefits."

get a life
^^^^^

RICHARD NORMAN, VICE PRESIDENT FOR FINANCE AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS AT MIAMI OF OHIO

Miami officials continue
offering benefits to strikers

htt|K//even!s.bgsu.edu

8 a.in. 6 p.in.

11 .i.m. i p.m.
Key Yearbook Sales and Signup for Senior Pictures

2003 Student Glass An
Exhibition
Union Galleries

University of Windsor

THE 1SS0CIAH0 PRESS,

(Exhibition)

Ice Arena

Union lobby
3-5 p.m.
Graduate Student Senate
Meeting
101A Olscamp

8 .i.in. in p.m.
latino Cultural Arts
Committee Interactive
Display
Union 222
Smith Multicultural Lounge

5 p.m.
Homecoming Snake Dance
Dance your way to the Pep

8 .i.in. i p.m.
BGSU Rugby Team
Sportswear Sale
Education Bldg. steps

7-10 p.m.
Charismata Meeting
378 Union
8 p.m.
Wind Ensemble,
Concert Band and University
Band

Kolxicker Hall

Rally

Pedestrian Mall/Union Oval
6 p.m.
Homecoming Pep Rally &
Royalty Crowning
Anderson Arena, Memorial
Hall

10 .i.in. ! p.m.
T.L Solien
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Biology Department
Symposium
Sponsored by Biological
Sciences
I /5 Education Building

6:30 p.m.
Alumni Association Awards
Dinner
Union Ballroom
7 p.m.
Falcon I lockey vs.

8-9 p-m.
Centuries! Ohio's Story from
limn to Space
Planetarium Show is followed
by stargazing in the
Observatory, weather

permitting
BGSU Planetarium —
112 Physical Sciences Ixib Bldg.
11 p.m.
UAO Movie: "Charlie's Angels:
FuU Throttle"
Union Theater

High school players
charged with sodomy

THE CAMPUS
BLOTTER
Wednesday, October I:
Complainant reported damage to
some ceiling tiles in the entiance ot
OtfenhaueiWest.
Compainant reported his led parking decal stolen from his vehicle while
it was parked in Lot 1.
Michael Zehr, Toledo, reported his
truck was struck by a vehicle while
parked in tot 3.
Courtney White, Paulding, reported
her vehicle was struck by a vehicle
while parked in Lot 4.
An injured student refused transport
to the hospital by BGFD. He was taken
to the hospital by his friends.
Juan Lopez. Genoa, was cited foi
abusing harmful intoxicants.

By David B. Caruso
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHILADELPHIA—Three high
school football players were
charged yesterday with sodomizing younger teammates during
a hazing ritual al a preseason
training camp.
The teens have been under
investigation by authorities and
a grand jury in Pennsylvania for
allegedly sexually torturing the
teammates with a broomstick,
pine cones and golf balls during
the Aug. 22-27 camp in Preston
Park, about 125 miles north of
Philadelphia.
State police said the alleged
victims, a 13-year-old and two
14-year-old boys, were threat-

www.bgnews.com
Trinity United
Methodist Church

ened, beaten and then violated
with foreign objects covered in a
pain-relieving cream. Two of the
suspects are l(i, the other is 17.
The suspects, members of the
Mepham High School football
team in Bellmore, N.Y., face a list
of juvenile court charges, including involuntary deviate sexual
intercourse, kidnapping, aggravated assault, unlawful restraint
and false imprisonment.
Sixty players and five coaches
from the team attended the
camp. Officials said the coaches
slept In a different cabin from
the players and were unaware of
any problems until a parent
complained to a principal at the
high school.

OXFORD, Ohio — Miami
University officials announced
they will continue health insurance, dental coverage and other
benefits for striking workers
through Oct. 31.
A union representing neari)
900 maintenance, grounds and
cafeteria workers went on sirike
last week after members rejected a three-year contract proposal. University officials said
several hundred union-covered
employees who don't pay union
dues are still on the job.
Telephone messages requesting comment were left yesterday for Randy Marcum, president of striking Local 209 of the
American Federation of State,
County
and
Municipal
Employees, and at the union's
Oxford office.

ance.

Richard Norman, vice presl*

dent ten finance and business
affairs, said losing benefits as
well as a pave lurk would be loo

Norman didn't say what happens after (let. 31 if the walkout
is still on.

much ofa hardship for those or

Meanwhile, talks between
the university and union have
not produced agreement on a
new contract, replacing one
that expired lone 30.
The university's final offer
was for a contract with a 4.25
percent pay increase the first
year anil 3 percent increases
each of the next two yean,
Unionized employees receive
hourly pay ranging from $7.73
to $19.73, with the bulk of them
"ii7 employees
making SH
to $9.99 per hour,
Miami officials said the university has hired MID temporary
workers, primarily in food service, on a week to-week basis.

sirike.
"Very clearly, the law says
strikers are not entitled to these
benefits and lliose who arc mil
working make a conscious
decision lo go oul on sirike and
could face the consequences of
such actions,'' Norman said.
The university is self-insured
for health care, so the entile
cost ni iiie family health coverage is paid for In the university,
according to officials.
Universit) officials said > anceilation ol the university^ coverage would mean a striking
worker with a family would
begin paying about ST.'iO a
month for family health insur-

Graduate students read work
for students in Prout Chapel
ByGregBarth
REPORTER

Last night, graduate students
Mark lenkins and Alllisia I.R.
Lingaur read original works for a
crowd of students in Prout
Chapel
Lingaur, the firsi speaker, read
a story she wrote this past summer called "Dying Season." The
story was based on a beautician
in a funeral home who was having a stressful day; however, the
story was much deeper under
the surface, containing a host of
underlying themes about religion, self-image and gender
roles.
lingaur brought the story to

ol poems about Australia and
Australian
explorers
and
explains, it's just something I'm
into."
The speakers both walked
away feeling confident about
theil readings.
"I think it went pretty well. It
was mv second time, so that
makes ii easier," lenkins said.

life by using dever analogies and
vivid Imagery, she was able to
describe funeral home procedures in great detail because nl
the thorough research she did al
an actual funeral home prior to
writing the story
lenkins, the second speaker.
recited a number ol original
poems, with titles ranging from
"lorklili Tattoo" to "Sea of Grey*
and "Altoids."
As the titles suggest, many of
his poems were humorous, but
others were serious, dealing w ith
subjects such as history, injury
and death.
lenkins. who spent a semester
in Australia, also wrote a number

T fell good about it, and he
regulars were all here, which was
nice,' I inguarsaid.

One of those regualars is
Michael (Izyzniejewski, who
described the event as "one of
the most entertaining of the
semester." going on to say "both
are very skilled writers."

BOWLING GREEN

(SKu^cK* Di^e-clo^y

Worship Tirnts
9:l5-Traditionul
Service

r

//i

I0:30-Smday School
11 :S0-Conlemporary
Senice

Bowling Green Alliance Church

200 North Summil Slnxl
Ro» ling Green. Ohio A WG-2527
Phone 4|y..»S.l.y<lll
R« 419-3333191
R-nuil tnnit\(a»aKl ,ifg
Praising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

r fin

Dayspring Assembly of Qod
17360 N Dixie Hiey • Just North of the Woodland Town C Vnr.r
Free Transportation. Available, call Pastor Pete at 4/9-352-0672
College link: uvw.daysprinpflssemhly.iirglcollege.htm
"His Presence, Our Purpose"
Sunday Morning Worship Services
■ 8i30am& 10:30am
Monday Evening Fresh Encounter
- 7:00pm

9:10 a.m.

fellowship

9:30 a.m.

worship

bg nazarene
<i caring church family
conic us you are

^l Peopj€
fr>iencii
re
alfaithi
real

tfii

Va

a church on the move

lyspring

VJ

www.bgnazarene.org

10:00 a.m. service
101 Olscamp Hall

Kft

6:00 p.m.-Acts 2:42 Groups
senior pastor: scott estcp
419.3S2.2289

Come and See...
0Uft dtwta. ctfie eUuHitfA 9fiCH-f

W

Vineyard
Church

Welcome Students

Worship With Us

in Bowling Green

demonstrating passion tor God &
compassion for people..

Y

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Worship - 10:45 a.m.

Sunday @ 10:30 am

Join us for Monthly Suppers for College Students

meaningful worship
relaxed & casual
atmosphere

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH

1180 North Main Street • Bowling Green, OH 419 686.8117

(Disciples of Christ)
Haskins at Poe Road, Bowling Green

Saturday Worship
with Communion
each Saturday
evening
5:00 p.m.

V**k

Sunday Worship

8:30 & 11:00 a.m.

Wednesday <
Night Praise ■
A Contemporary
Celebration
7:00 p.m.

College
Bible Study
& Worship

Monday
9:00 pm

315 S. College Drive - 3 block* south ot campus
(419) 353-9305 or 353-6675
Rev. Dale L. Schaefer

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org
•

Rev. Chris Young
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QUOTEr.\()ion:

OPINION

"Change is such hard work."
Actor BILLY CRYSTAL
{newynitAcom)

Students' should be active Alumni
Many students might think
that when they are done with
college, that they never want to
come back again. However,
some alumni have different
beliefs and think upon graduating from college that students
should stay involved with their
alma mater.
Recently an alumnus of the
University donated 2 million dollars to start a new scholarship
program so that students would
have more opportunities to fur-

ther the advancement of education.
After graduating, the hope
would be that students would
not simply put BGSU in their
past and say it was only a institution where they got an education. Rather, students should
look back on their undergraduate years and ask themselves
what they saw as a problem with
the University when they were
here and see if they can do
something to improve its quality

for future generations to come.
No matter what, graduates of
Bowling Green State University
will always be Falcons, whether
BGSU meant something to them
or not. Students should take
pride in their school not only
when they are here but after they
have left BGSU as well.
Some people may claim that
Homecoming and alumni activities mainly have to do with the
Greek system, but that is not
entirely true. Although many

JITTERS TO THE EDITOR
Bars'rules are
discriminatory
to certain
groups
In yesterday's issue of The
BG News we saw the first
response to a very heated issue
of dress codes in Bowling Green
clubs. I am the President of the
Black Student Union, and we
have debated taking on this
issue for quite some time. While
it does not quite fit into our
political agenda and goals for

this semester, I feel that this
issue warrants our attention. Mr.
Dubois makes a good point in
saying that specifically targeting
the brand name FUBU targets
African Americans. The
founders of the clothing line
and its target market are African
Americans Ignorance, not safety, is the reason for the measures
some establishments have taken
to keep certain people out.
Think for a moment. Did any of
you ever really think that in the
80s those shoes with the basketball on the front would really
make you jump higher if you
pumped them? Then what person, whether it be a racist or discriminatory business, would

condemn a certain brand name
because he/she thinks it would
cause fights? I'll even consider
another hypothetical situation.
If I walk up to the door with a
professional suit on (yes, FUBU
makes suits) that has FUBU
across the lapel, will I be turned
away while someone with an
Abercrombie & Fitch T-shirt gets
in?
The dress codes wreak of discrimination and something will
be done. BSU has a lot on its
political agenda already; to have
to deal with this nonsense is
ridiculous.
V0NT0BA TERRY
STUDENT

ANTON H0CEVAR
STUDENT

Are you concerned
about violence in
Bowling Green?
Why?

NIKKI MOORE
JUNIOR, EARLY

"Not really, because
it's so small."

TAYRON WIMBLEY
SOPHOMORE, SPORTS
MANAGEMENT

"Not at all. No tough
guys up here."

JL

GEORGE DONALDSON
SENIOR, SOCIOLOGY
"No, it's primarily a
bar issue."

Looking to volunteer at a
newspaper?
Call The BG News at
419-372-6966
or e-mail us at
thenews@bgnews.com

prided themselves on being a
part of this University in their
undergraduate would more than
likely want to stay involved and
active once they have went on in
their lives.
Not to say that the only way
Alumni can help out the
University is by providing monetary donations. There are many
ways to stay active in college
communities even after students
have graduated. Many Alumni
donate time to help improve cer-

tain qualities at the University.
Even an occasional volunteer
effort shows that Alumnus' care
about their schools and are wiling to help better the education
for future and prospective students.
Some alumni come back frequently to check up on their old
alma mater and provide help in
any way they can. A students'
school is a part of who they are,
take pride in saying you're a
Falcoa

PEOPLE 'No drinking age'
ON THE STREET would be a solution

CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Clothing is the
issue for bars
not the students
I am writing in response to a
letter printed yesterday titled
"Dress codes target African
Americans". In [eremy Dubois
article, he staled that certain
Bowling Green bars do not
allow jewelry, sweat pants, jerseys or wave caps. Mr. Dubois
then went on to say that the
reason the clubs have these
rules is to keep African
Americans out. 1 disagree with
Mr. Dubois' message. On the
occasions that I have been to
bars when my friend, a white
male, was asked to tuck in his
necklace. Furthermore, last
year a white friend of mine was
i ;ot allowed to enter a bar
because he had a Cleveland
Browns jersey on. You see,
these rules target anyone
regardless of race or gender.
Your statements in my opinion
were ignorant.
Unless you plan to be
Eminem, 50 Cent or some other
big name rapper, do you plan
on wearing sweat pants and silver chains to your job? Most
places of work have dress codes
and require you to wear certain
attire. Then what will you say,
that the employer will not let
those articles be worn to prevent African Americans from
being hired? These are simply
the rules of the bar. Perhaps
you may feel you are targeted,
but it really isn't the case. Flashy
articles of clothing can often be
the cause of controversy.

alumni that come back to the
University are from the Greek
system, this does not mean that
once students graduate they
should have any less concern for
their school, because they
weren't Greek.
No one is saying that students
have to come back once they
have graduated from here. It may
be a preference to some not to
come back if their time here was
not enjoyable.
Students who simply have

NICKRAINEY
JUNIOR. PUBLIC
RELATIONS

"Mixed feelings, it's
minor in Bowling
Green compared to
major cities."

i

scon NILES
Opinion Editor

While trying to think of an
issue on which to write about
last night, I started to get sidetracked and thought about my
trip to Spain during my sophomore/junior summer of high
school.
As many people know, there
is no official drinking age in
most European countries.
When I was in high school I
could not believe this Kids my
age were able to go to a cafe or
comer bar and have a Bud
Light after school? This really
sparked an interest in me even
then.
Today, as I was thinking back
on that experience I realized
that it makes a lot of sense. Not
only do European countries
have no drinking age but they
also have a lower amount of
DUIs and traffic accidents.
In the United States, many
people, (college students especially) drink because it is something that we are not supposed
to do. Therefore if we have to
sneak around and drink we are
more likely to be less responsible when we do drink.
When students turn 21 years
old, they usually have a big bar
crawl or get "hammered."
However in my observations of
the three and a half years I have
been here, I have come to the
conclusion that after students
turn 21 the fun of drinking dies
away.
Most Europeans have been
drinking since they were in diapers. So, wouldn't it make sense
that Europeans wouldn't hold
drinking as that big of a deal
since they have been doing it
all their lives.
The United States should
adopt the idea of "No set
drinking age," requirement. As
a result we may see a decrease
in the number of alcohol related accidents and DUIs
It seems that having the driving age come before the
drinking age is a very wacked
up idea It would make more
sense to know how to drink
responsibly long before you

would ever get behind the
wheel of a motor vehicle.
Granted I am not speaking of
all European countries, but a
lot of them have a lower percentage of drunks or alcoholics
stumbling around the city, due
to the fact that most of them
know how to drink responsibly
A law like this would not be
able to take place in our generation because we would probably see an increase in accidents
if we introduce it right away.
The law would need to be instituted gradually in order to prevent a shock to our culture.
However, I think it would be a
major benefit for future generations to come.
Another alternative to the
"no drinking age" idea, would
be to lower the drinking age to
16 years old and have the driving age start at 18 years old.
This scenario would probably
have more complications than
the first but I think it would also
be beneficial in the long run.
In any case, I believe that
something has to be done in
the United States to to ensure
that the number of drunk drivers and those killed by drunk
drivers does not increase. It is a
shame that we hear something
like this happen almost everyday and yet our government
has taken very little action to
prevent things like this from
happening.
Yes, the government has put
stricter regulations on minors
buying alcohol. But, what good
does that do when other people who are old enough to buy
it for them anyway. This to me
is simply a way to postpone the
problem and not a way to fix it.
By looking at the amount of
traffic violations and DUIs in
most European countries, we
should be smart enough to
learn by example.
The U.S. needs to take things
one step at a time and learn
from other countries rather
then being hard nosed and
think that America is superior.
The U.S. is a wonderful
place, but that does not mean
that we should be so proud to
accept our own faults. Perhaps
we should try to draw on successes of other countries to
improve our own.

For exclusive feature stories and
other BG News items check out our
Web site at
www.bgnews.com
CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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Enjoy the game with

RESIGNED: RUSH LIMBAUGH RESIGNS ANNOUNCES HIS RESIGNATION FROM ESPN.

FRIDAY

88.1 FMWBGU!
88.1 FM WBGU, broadcasting more games than any
other college station in the
nation, will broadcast the BG
football game tomorrow. The
Ay-Ziggy-Zoomba pre-game
show will begin at 3 p.m., with
Kevin Wernert and Greg Gania
on the call from the Doyt at 4
p.m.

Swimmers to open
season with two
home meets
THE BG DEWS

The Bowling Green women's
swimming team will host two
meets over the weekend.
The lean Campbell meet will
take place today at 3 pm. and
the Alumni Meet is scheduled
for tomorrow at noon.
Be sure to check out The BG
News next week for complete
coverage.

October 3,
2003
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

No time to celebrate
After Purdue win
and near Ohio St.
upset, BG focused
on MAC schedule

"I thought we had it
in four, but lam
thrilled that we got
the win. This was a
big win for us and
we needed it..."

last week's game, and went 3-9
for 24 yards.
Brandon said that Vickers
After a week off, the Falcons
return to action tomorrow, at starting could present probhome against Doyt Perry lems for the Falcons.
"Vickers is a mobile kid; we've
Stadium.
Coach Gregg Brandon said got to contain him," Brandon
that the week without a game said. "They rush the ball and we
helped the team in several have to focus on the running
game."
aspects.
Vickers had a big game
"We got to heal up and work
on some extra fundamentals," against BG last season, throwBrandon said. "We also got to ing for 232 yards, and rushing
get a little extra preparation for for 50 in BG's 45-35 win over
Central Michigan.
Central Michigan."
The Falcons will also be facDespite the positives, the
Falcons have been forced to ing a strong running back core
deal with the loss of defensive from Central Michigan. The
back Michael Malone for this Chippewas gained 123 net
yards in last week's loss, with
week.
Brandon said that II. Terry lackson gaining 77 yards
( ,IIswell will start in Malone's on the ground.
While Brandon said that
place against Central Michigan.
Brandon said he expected stopping the Central Michigan
Malone to return next week running game was key to winning, he said the Falcons also
against Western Michigan.
In the Chippewas, BG faces a need to work to eliminate
team with a 2-2 record and an turnovers.
Brandon said he expected
0-1 mark in the Mid-American
Falcon quarterback losh Harris
Conference.
BG will also prepare for a new to do a good job of holding onto
quarterback,
as
Central the ball.
"We can't have another four
Michigan starter leff Perry is out
for the season after sustaining a turnover game," Brandon said,
leg injury in last weeks loss to "losh will be diligent in raking
care of the ball."
Ball State,
The game will begin tomorReplacing Perry will be
Derrick Vickers, who competed row at 4 p.m. at Doyt Perry
for the starting job before the Stadium.
season. Vickers saw action in
By Zach Baker

SPORTS EOITOR

DENISE VAN DEWAliE, COACH

Spikers
end skid
with win
overUT
BylasonADiion
SPOUTS REPORUR

In the midst of their threegame losing streak, the questions were nipping at the
Bowling Green State volleyball
team's heels like an annoying
bloodhound.
When would they fulfill all
that promise that was evident
throughout their first eight
wins? When would all that
potential meet at a crossroads to
catapult the Falcons back into
the upper-echelon of the MidAmerican Conference?
BG (9-6,1-1) delivered a typical answer in a resounding fashion Wednesday night handing
Toledo their sixth consecutive
loss in an unexpected five set
victory at Savage Hall.
"I thought we had it in four,
but I am thrilled that we got the
win," head coach Denise Van De
Walle said after the match. "This
was a big win for us and we
needed it because the conference schedule goes by so fast."
The win was the Falcons' fifth
out of six matches that have
gone to five sets this season and
it was UT's second straight fiveset loss - they were defeated by
Ball State on Saturday.
Melissa Mohr, who tied Taylor
Twite for team-high with 17 kills
and added one solo and three
assisted blocks at the net said
this was important for a lot of
reasons.
"Toledo is our big rival and it
was good to get this, because it
gives us a lot more confidence,"
she said. "After the Western
Michigan loss, a win like this is
huge."
BG took the first set, 30-26
after falling behind 4-0 at the
outset.
In the second set neither team
could create any distance from
one another, until the Falcons
used a 6-3 run to take a 20-17
lead, which led to a timeout by
the Rockets (4-11,0-3).
UT responded with a 12-7 run
to a take 29-27 advantage, but
Susie Norris' service ace and a
hitting error tied the set.
A block by Amber Mareski put
BG back ahead, however, one of
Kelsey Culver's 11 kills evened
things up at 30. Then, the
Rockets ended the set with
back-to-back kills by Kate Bean
and Mo Meinhart, respectively.
The Falcons hit .316 and had
two assisted blocks, while holding the Rockets to a .076 hitting
percentage en route to 30-19
VOILEYBAU, PAGE 6
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RECEPTION: Falcon wide receiver Brandon Jones makes a catch against Ohio State Sept. 20.
The Falcons open up conference play against Central Michigan tomorrow.

Women's soccer ready for
weekend all-MAC road trip
By Kevin Shields
SPOUTS RfPORTER

After playing seven of their
last nine games at home, the
Falcon women's soccer team is
ready for their first MAC road
trip of the season. Today they
will travel to Ball State to take on
the Cardinals and on Sunday
they will head to Miami to battfe the Redhawks.
"It's the first time this season
that we've had an all MAC
weekend instead of having a
split of a conference game and
non league game," said Coach
Andy Richards. "We are excited
to get out and travel this weekend with hopefully getting two
conference victories."
In today's game, the Falcons
will travel to Ball State and battle the Cardinals, who will bring
a record of 5-3-2 into the game
with a MAC record of 3-1 -1. The
Cardinals were picked to win
this year's MAC tournament in
the preseason coaches poll and
finished second in the MAC last
season with a conference
record of 9-3-0. They are coming off a loss to Central
Michigan and a tie to Eastern
Michigan.
They are led by Kate Nadalin.
who is the current career scoring leader in Ball State history.
She has four goals on the year
and currently leads the team in
points with 10. Their goaltender

Megan Swafford, has played in
every match and leads the MAC
in goals against average with an
average of 0.58.
"Ball State is a very strong
team, maybe not as strong as
they have been, but they will be
a team that returns many players and will present us with a
strong challenge," Richards
said.
In Sunday's match, the
Falcons will head down to
Oxford to battle the Redhawks
in another big MAC game. The
Redhawks are currendy 3-5-1
on the year with a MAC record
of 2-3-0. They are coming off a
pair of losses last weekend to
Central Michigan and Eastern
Michigan.
The Redhawks are lead by
Ashley Swinehart, who leads
the MAC with seven goals on
the year and currently has a
team high 15 points. Miami
returns seven letterwinners
from last season's team that
won the MAC with a record of
11-1-0 in conference play and
advanced to the second round
of the NCAA tournament after
winning the conference tournament. These two teams have
matched up a total of eight
times since the Falcons started
MAC play back in 1997 and BG
has yet to beat the Redhawks
WOMEN, PAGE 6

Falcons
to play
two MAC
games
By Chris Wi*
SPORTS REPORTER

Samintfll tmfcfwn BG News

MY BALL! A BG women's soccer fights tor the ball earlier this
season. The Falcons play Ball State and Miami this weekend.

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWWJSIEWSXOM/SPORTS

The men's soccer team, who
are in the midst of a three-game
losing streak, will be competing
in two games this weekend.
The first of the three games is
on the road for the Falcons. They
will be traveling to New York to
take
on
Mid-American
Conference opponent Buffalo.
The conference game is the second for the Falcons and they will
undoubtedly be looking for their
first MAC win of the season.
The Bulls will also be looking
for their first conference win of
the season. The first conference
game of the season for Buffalo
matched them up against Akron.
The game resulted in a 2-0 loss.
The Falcons lost to Akron by a
score of 4-1 last Friday in Akron.
The conference loss came at an
inopportune time for the team.
The Falcons were without several players, including goal keeper
Dave Degraff, because of a suspension issued by the team.
The 2-4-2 Falcons will be at
full strength today and will be
looking for their first conference
win. The Falcons will have to
bounce back in a big way this
MEN. PAGE 6
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Falcons
win in
five sets
again

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
Kara Hull, our esteemed editor-in-chief, joins us this
rteek as the Falcons head into trie MAC schedule She
pretty much guesses on how the team's uniforms look
and what the* mascots are... But who cares? She'll
probably do better than Zach, who is stressed out these
days. Hell be fine, and so will BG.

No. 11 Michigan at
No. 19 Iowa

Michigan
21-17
I read the news
today, oh boy. About
a Michigan win.

Michigan
Iowa
28-7
35-31
Michigan rolls and
Michigan falls off
proves why they are
the map their second loss of the year. the best in Big 10.

Michigan
21-3
Blue goes better with
my outfit.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Northern Illinois
56-2
Arianna Huffington
had a better shot at
winning than Ohio.

Northern Illinois
42-6
Huskies continue to
represent the MAC
in the top 25.

Northern Illinois
21-7
Northern Illinois
remains perfect

Ohio
7-0
1 just have to be
different on this
one...

Prediction
Score
Rant

Miami
21-0
Miami gets so excited they sell out the
local Abercrombie.

Miami
35-10
Another big day for
the QB who's name
is hard to spell.

Miami
35-0
Roethlisberger
throws for 300 and
4 touchdowns

Akron
21-7
Miami's good year so
far ends playing this
Goodyear team.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Oregon
Oregon
30-27
32-21
1 like Oregon here... Did 1 hear something
about "unfinished
the ugly uniforms
blind Meyer's team. business" Mr. Meyer?

Utah
14-0
Oregon's fluke wins
come to a quick
hault

Utah
14-7
No clue on this
one., just making it
even.

MIAMI 16 FAVORITE

No. 22 Oregon at
Utah
OREGON 3 FAVORITE

Buffalo at
Central Florida

©

KARA HULL
Editor-in-Chief

Prediction
Score
Rant

NORTHERN 21 FAVORITE

Akron at
Miami (OH)

CHRIS WILLIG
Reporter

Bowling Green
98-0
^^^^
It's Homecoming...it
has to be a big win!

MICHIGAN 3 FAVORITE

Ohio at
No. 20 Northern Illinois

•

Bowling Green
Bowling Green
49-7 ^^^^^
42-30
The Falcons put on
Homecoming continues to be good to a show for the
homecoming crowd
the Falcons.

BOWLING GREEN 29 FAVORITE

third set victory.
A hitting error by Sara Sikorski
gave UT their biggest lead of the
set at 26-24, prompting a BG
timeout.
Il did little to squander the
momentum
because
the
Rockets ended the set with a 4-2
run.
As the fifth set approached
Chrissy Gothke, who had 17 digs
and was experiencing the rivalry
for the first time, said the team
knew how important it was to
come out strong.
"We didn't want to fall behind
like we did against Western
Michigan in the fifth set," she
said. "We wanted to come out
and get the lead early."
The Falcons did not do that,
falling behind 2-0 but a 10-5 run
capped off by Mohr and
Samantha Rennau's assisted
block led to a timeout.
A 4-2 run including a questionable call brought UT to
within one at 12-11, but a hitting
error and Twite's 18th and 19th
kills provide the final margin.
following the controversy
over the call, Van l)e Wall placed
the clipboard on the left side of
her cheek and smiled to one of
her players on the court but she
wasn't sure how the team would
regroup.
"I thought we had a momentum breaker with that call," she
said. "As a coach, you hope the
team responds in a big way and
they did that."
Norris chipped in with 15 kills
and 17 digs, which leaves her 16
digs shy of Holli Costein's school
record.
Rennau added 14 kills, and
Mareski and Sikorski accounted
for 31 and 28 assists respectively.
BG travels to take on Buffalo
Sunday at 2 p.m.

•
DAN GEDNEY
Asst. Sports Editor

Bowling Green
45-27 ^^^^^
Winning against
CMU is a priority.
BG will win indeed.

Central Michigan at Prediction
Score
Bowling Green RMt

VOLLEYBALL. FROM PAGE 5

•
ZACH BAKER
Sports Editor

Prediction
Score
Rant

UCF 24 FAVORITE

RECORDS

Central Florida
49-3 ^^^^
The story line thick- There's no mercy this
ens between these weekend in the
two bitter rivals
Sunshine state.

Central Florida
Central Florida
41-0
24-7
Bulls keep firm hold
1 resent the paragraph on top. Don't on the top spot in
the "bottom ten."
deny, just resent.

Central Florida

21-9

19-11 (reporter)

21-9

7-3

22-8 (guest)

Offense to be key for soccer
MEN, FROM PAGE 5
weekend after a frustrating
weekend for the team. The
Falcons are coming off two
matches last weekend that
resulted in 10 goals. In Sunday's
loss to the Wolverines the
University of Michigan had 12
more shots than the Falcons,

which resulted in six goals.
The Falcons, who have been
dependent on the defense early
in the season, have managed to
find die back of the net four
times in the past three games.
The four goals, however, have
been outmatched by their opponents 13-4 in their three game
skid.

The Falcons are hoping to
break this mid-season skid and
start their own winning streak.
The team will definitely be looking to their defense to provide
the backbone of the team, as
they did earlier in the season.
Prior to the losing streak the
defense allowed an average of
less than one goal per game.

The offense will also be looking to light a spark this weekend.
The threat of the Falcons offense
lies heavily on their leading scorer Omari Aldridge. Aldridge
leads the team with shots on
goal, 12, and goals, three.

Falcons
look to
beat
Miami
WOMEN. FROM PAGE 5
going 0-8-0 against them.
The Falcons are coming
off a tough loss this past
Sunday to rival Toledo in
overtime and will look to
get a pair of wins to
improve on their 3-6-1
record and MAC record of
1-2-1 on the year.
"Miami isn't as strong as
they have been in recent
years, which may level the
playing field in the conference this year, this is definitely one of our better
opportunities to beat
them finally," Richards
said. "We've yet to beat
them and we have had
some tough losses in the
past few years to them, so
it would be a big win for us
this weekend."
ki isty Coppes still leads
the team in points this
season with nine and has
a team high four goals.
Carrie Richards and
Samantha Meister are tied
for second with five
points. Alt Shingler has
seen most of the time this
season in net and has current goals against average
of2.36.
"The
team
really
worked hard this week in
practice and were very
focused on playing good
soccer," Richards said.
We had a tough loss last
weekend and my hat is off
to them for the way they
come out this week and
worked so hard to
improve."
The game today at Ball
State will kick off at 3 p.m.
and Sunday's match at
Miami will have a I p.m.

Have a great
Fall Break!

Sponsored by UAO

Please tell us in 1,000 words or less
why your parent(s) or guardian(s)
should be considered for this award.

| PARENT OF THE YEAR |
The winner(s) will be announced at the
football game Saturday October 24th and
will receive a luxurious prize package.
Prize Package Includes:
2 nights stay at the Holiday Inn French Quarter
located in Perrysburg, Ohio
October 24th - October 26th
Tickets to the BG vs. Northern Illinois
Football game - October 25th
Gift Certificate to local restaurant
Other prizes will depend upon winner(s).

Essay due Wed. October 15th to the
Office of Campus Involvement
(401 Student Union) by 5:00 pm.

WE KNOW CUSTOMER
OPINIONS WILL INFLUENCE
THE FUTURE OF OUR STORE.
If you are in the bookstore during these
times, please take a few minutes to give your
feedback about the importance of various
bookstore operations and your satisfaction
with the bookstore's product offerings,
services, and policies.
Tell us what you most value and what
needs improvement.

University Bookstore &
Peregrine Shop
9/26-10/9

U

M

I

V
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I T V

bookstore
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Vikings players good fantasy bets
By Ion Goebel and Rot) Vaugtian
C.[S' REPORTERS

Week four was full of surprises,
as well as some top teams on bye.
We saw Tampa sit. Bledsoe get
shut down, and the Bengals beating Cleveland in the battle of
Ohio! Who do we look for this
week to have big games? Let's get
started with our predictions.
Quarterback: This guy is a
gamer — Whether it's Daunte
Culpepper or Gus Ferotte,
Minnesota figures to put up lots
of points against an Atlanta
defense that has struggled all
year. If Culpepper is healthy, he is
a must start. If not, grab Ferotte
off waivers and expect him to
continue to look for Randy Moss
early and often. Finally! Gannon
looked like the MVP of last season, even if it was against a horrible San Diego team. Expect no
less when they visit the equally

bad Chicago this weekend!
Quarterback: Show 'em some
pine — Aaron Brooks has been
pitiful so far this year. Don't
expect things to get any easier
when they visit a hostile Carolina
defense that will overwhelm this
Saints offense, benching Brooks
would be wise until there is a
more favorable match-up, like
the bye week! Ok, so we were
wrong about this Philly defense
being done for the year, as they
shut down Drew Bledsoe. We
won't be fooled twice. Ramsey
has been great thus far, but facing
a revamped Eagles defense, sitting him would be a good idea.
Runningbacks: I can do it
coach—Moe Williams continues
to do well in Minnesota while filling in and splitting time. He is a
good option while facing a surprisingly soft Atlanta defense, if
your back is on bye, or is hurting.

Stephen Davis has showed the
NFL that he is far from being
done. Look for him to rack up
great yardage and some TD's this
weekend facing a Saints team
that gave up 55 points to Indy
without star running back lames
in the line-up.
Runningbacks: I need a
breather coach—Travis Henry is
listed as 50-50 to play against the
Bengals on Sunday, using a backup RB might be a good idea,
look for 3rd stringer loe Burns to
get plenty of carries with back-up
Sammy Morris out. Edgerrin
lames was out of last weeks' game
against the Saints, but don't look
for him to rebound this week
against Tampa Bay, as he is still
questionable to play. Indy will
again look to deploy the three
headed RB attack with lames out,
and try and ride Manning's hot
hand (6TD last week) to victory.

Wide Receivers: I can catch —
If someone hasn't picked up
Anquan Boldcn by now in your
league, you would be wise to do
so. He shows no signs of slowing
down, and is )eff Blake's favorite
target.
Playing against the
Cowboy's defense this week,
Bolden should see plenty of
catches while the 'Boys focus on
not letting former teammate
Emmit Smith run wild in his
return to Dallas. Charles Rodgers
has been a pleasant surprise in
Detroit, showing a smooth transition to the NFL that most first or
second year Wide-outs rarely see.
While he may not imitate Randy
Moss's numbers from last week,
I larrington will be looking often
for Rodgers against a surprisingly
bad 49ers team that couldn't stop
Moss from catching a cold last
week!
Wide Receivers: I've got butter

GDOQGK ODg QOOT ON QQDOGraSoGQK]

fingers — Despite all the talent of
the Saints. Dome Stallworth has
been very disappointing thus far
in the season. Until Aaron Brooks
can turn it around, and this
offense gets the Duece loose,
don't look for Dome to get too
many looks. San Diego scored
more points last week than the
first 3 weeks combined, all of this
without David Boston. Don't look
for them to use Boston often, or
even look his way after challenging several teammates last week
leading up to his suspension. A
history of health and attitude
problems continue to plague this
talented WR, so benching him
until he can turn it around would
be wise.
light F-nd/Kkkers: Put me in
coach — Quietly having a ProBowl year, without Vick no less, is
Alge Grumpier. He should find

more receptions against a
Minnesota defease that will be
looking to double Price, and snuff
out what little running game
Adanta has. Christian Fauna of
New England is also high on the
TE list, and is listed in a lot of
leagues as a free agent. Kris
Brown of Houston, and Aaron
Filing of Minnesota, are both quietly having nice seasons, and in
most leagues are still free agents.
Picking one of these guys up to
replace a kicker on bye or that is
smiggling wouldn't be a bad idea.
WfcU, these are our picks to bust
it out, or simply bust, for week 5.
Good luck in your fantasy
leagues, and we'll be lack again
next week to share our thoughts
at the same bat time, same bat
channel.
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Homecoming Sale!
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Top 5 myths
about preparing
Cor finals
5) I will retain more
information by
Sleeping with books
under my pillow.

{Dtuul

The HeW CD by ParagOII

'*"'

Featuring n powerhouse tracks ol

/**Jazz ROCK\

Available at Finders or on the web at wiiifw.paragonmusic.org

•Get 15% off selected purchases
with this coupon!
Diversity Boutique offers diverse
apparel, Highstrung jewelry,
and accessories
Open: Mon-Wed 1-7
Thur-Sat 1-9 across from Junction (Tux's)
(419)353-7259

4) If I bring my
lucky pencil, it may
actually give me
some answers

IT'S HOMECOMING AT
BOWLING GREEN
STATE UNIVERSITY!!!

3) Studying will
actually help.

Live pre-game music
in Metier Tailgate Park

2) Reviewing old
exams will be a
good preparation
for the final

A special lighter jet fly over
by the Ohio Air National Guard

2003 FALCON FOOTBALL
Central Michigan vs. Bawling Green
This Saturday - 4 p.m.
Dayt Perry Stadium

1) Going to
finals drunk
will absorb the
initial shock.

For tlcketm call or go online

Kappa Sigma Would Like to Thank
Our Alumni for Their Support

Inflatable Games and More.'
in the Falcon Kids Zone
sponsored by McDonald's

Be Sure to Visit the
Bowling Green Fricker's
after the game

'

2003-2004
CAMPUS PHONE
BOOKS ARE HERE!
Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up
Today!

We Appreciate Your Role in Our Progress.

THE INFORMATION DESK

Bowen-Thompson
Student Union

Welcome Home Kappa Sigs!
NEVER WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE®

Homecoming 2003
s-f\A?esrT s??£*Ls
"All Day, Everyday"

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

^

V Top wages
V Flexibte Hours
V Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
V .Employee Stock
*' Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply in person

Mon. - Fri. 2-1

Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

Snake Dance- Meet at 5:00p.m. at the Union Oval
Come out to help revive a BGSU Traditon! The Snake Dance will wind
through campus and end at Anderson Arena for the Pep Rally!

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am
( P a p a

Today is Falcon Spirit Friday!

Pep Rally- 6p.m. Anderson Arena

)

Wear your orange and brown and one
"Falcon Fanatic" will win a football
autographed by the BG Football team!

| l££| SilSJ l^^j cash, checks

IftB&M
r~±

1 Large, 1 Item

Show your support for Falcon athletics!
Don't miss the Royalty Crowning!

401 W. Duss.l Road
Muuiuee. OH 43537
{Jutt a lew minima tram SGI
Tslw 1-475W M DutMMum rteM.)

www.homecoming.bgsu.edu

Get down
wtfti fte

orange and
brown
HOMECOMING 2M1

FRIDAY
October 3,
2003
REMIXED: Check out
our CD review of timeless jazz mixed with
modern techno; PAGE 9

www.bgnews.com/puise
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
VOLUME 98 ISSUE 29

get a
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calendar of events
Friday
10 p.m.
Tuszarawas River Band with
Groovetron
Howard's Club H

10 p.m.
Candi's X
Brewster's
11 p.m.
UA0 Presents: "Charlie's Angels"
206 Union

Saturday
10 p.m.
The Shantee
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Semi-Sextile
Brewster's
8 p.m.
UA0 Post-game concert: Black
Eyed Peas with Nappy Roots
Anderson Arena

Sunday

stepford

10 p.m.
Meeting Lions
Howard's Club H
9:30 p.m.
UAO Presents: "Charlie's Angels"
206 Union

Monday
Euchre Night
Easy Street Cafe'

Tuesday
10 p.m.
3 Degrees of Freedom
Howard's Club H
Sweatpants Tuesday
Brewster's
Comedy/Open-Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe'

LOCAL

Wednesday
10 p.m.
Officer May
For the Kids
Saturine Hello
Howards Club H

BAND

Jazz Night
Easy Street Cafe'

SHOWCASE

Thursday
10 p.m.
Guest
Howard's Club H
Calendar of Events is compiled
by Sean Corp. Contact him at
scorp@bgnet. bgsu.edu

KG NFWS
BRIEFING
Eastern Michigan
holds month-long
concert series
Beginning October 12th and
running through November
9th, the University of Eastern
Michigan, in conjunction with
360 Media, will offer a weekly
showcase of popular artists.
Tickets are on sale now for
each event. Call 734-487-5386
or visit www.emich.edu for
sales.
October 12
Jason Mraz
October 20
India Arie
October 23
311 with Mien Ant Farm
November 9
OA.R.

page by matt ivey story by rachel bobak

Stepford Five is an explosively talented
four man rock band from Columbus.
Their band formed when they moved to
Columbus five years ago. The Stepford
Five include Keith Jenkins (lead singer,
guitar), Jason Dziak (guitar, keyboards), Mark Kovitya (drums) and Tim
Minneci (bass). They have released
two previous albums before their new
EP release and their new sound could
be described as hard rock with a twinge
of classic rock interplaying. BG hosted
Stepford Five when they played locally
at Howard's Club H last night. The
band's new EP can be bought at Mad
Hatter and their promotional tour, Field
Studies Tour with Miranda Sound,
brings talented local bands together.
FIVE, PAGE 9

Revolutionary director passes, leaves film great
By Sean Corp
PU1SE

WRITER

Saturday, Ilia Kazan, one of
the great American directors
passed away at the age of 94. He
revolutionized the film industry,
founded the famous Actor's
Studio in New York and fostered
the creation of a new kind of
acting called, "The Method." In
honor of his passing it is only
appropriate to look at his greatest and most important achievement, "On the Waterfront"
The movie is set in a
depressed fishing town that is
ruled with an iron fist by the
mob. The mob boss, lohnny
Friendly (Lee I. Cobb), is a man
who rules through fear and dis-

poses of those who threatens his
control. When one of the most
respected men in town plans to
expose the mob's tactics, the
mob takes action and throws
him off a roof.
The man responsible for gettinghimonthe roof is the film's
hero, Terry Malloy (Marlon
Brando). Terry is an ex-prizefighter who had a chance to be
great but took one too many
dives at the request of his brother Charley, Friendly's right hand
man.
Terry is confronted by the
man's sister, Edie (Eva Marie
Saint) and the two quickly fall
for each other. Because of his
love for Edie, Terry is flooded

with a guilty conscience and
decides he needs to reevaluate
his life. He transforms from
thinking his affiliation with the
mob made him an important
man in a forgotten town, to a
man who realizes he was always
just a bum.
The film is filled with great
performances, but Brando's
transformation from a washed
up bum to a man redeemed
stands out as a monumental
achievement in acting As tough
talking Terry Malloy he is able to
display a tenderness in his eyes
that the gruffness of his words
cannot disguise.
Eva Marie Saint, an alumna of
the University, made her film

debut in the picture and won an
Academy Award for Best
Supporting Actress. Her performance is both challenging and
delicate as Edie, who struggles
with feelings of both love and
hate for Terry.
The moral center of the film is
Father Bobby, (Karl Maiden)
who, along with Edie, motivates
Terry to take action against the
mob.
After seeing yet another man
fall victim to the mob's tactics he
delivers a monologue to the
longshoremen that is as powerMas anything you will see on
film.
Some criticize the film for
being too simplistic and too

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PUtSE OF CAMPUS AT VVWVV.BGNEVVS.COIAPULSE

upbeat, but it is a powerful and
moving story of the redemption
of a single man who takes
action. It was made at a time
when Kazan himself was an outcast who testified before the
House Un-American Activities
Committee during the
McCarthy communist witchhunt
He was so ridiculed for his
actions that when he finally
received a Lifetime Achievement
Award at the 1999 Academy
Awards, half the crowd sat, arms
folded in protest of his past "On
the Waterfront" went on to be
nominated for 12 Oscars and
won eight, including Kazan for
Best Director.
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Franchising the mainstream
By Andrew Clayman
PUISE WRITER

Throughout the past year,
millions of Americans have
found themselves caught in an
epidemic of deja vu. In movie
theaters, record stores and living rooms nationwide, people
can't seem to shake an eerie
sense of familiarity with almost
every new thing they see. No, it's
not a glitch in the "Matrix" But,
as with many problems in the
world today, Keanu Reeves may
be at least partially responsible.
The issue at hand is franchising, and it's a force to be reckoned with across every segment
of the entertainment industry.
The concept is very simple; if
one movie, album or television
show makes a lot of money,
then any closely related production should succeed in a
similar fashion.
Why? Because, in theory,
audiences will always choose a
known quantity over an
unknown original, regardless of
quality. This may seem like an
unfair judgment on the consumer public as a whole, but

considering the long
" ]tff> have George Lucas and the
to marketing in the
tradition of success,„
form of action toys,
ful franchises in
tmU r Wars' trilogy to thank for
games, pillow cases,
entertainment, it's
you name it"
that."
hard to argue with
Without question,
the bottom line
LORI LIGGETT. TELECOMMUNICATIONS
since "Star Wars,"
In 1999, "The
franchising has escaMatrix" emerged as a some"The Hulk" was based on a very lated far beyond simply making
what surprising movie phewell known Marvel comic So
a series of related films or televinomenon, building a devoted
where did all these franchises
sion shows. "The Matrix II," like
following across the world. After come from?
many of its summer competifour years of suspense and conAccording to Telecommutors, featured a wide scale marnications instructor Lori Liggett, keting campaign highlighted by
stant hype, the first of the
movie's sequels, "The Matrix II:
"It's important to remember
movie merchandise, an original
Reloaded," opened in theaters
that franchises are nothing new. video game, an animated DVD.
this past summer. As expected,
What's changed is the degree to commercial product tie-ins and
it soared to the top of the box
which they are happening."
a soundtrack featuring some of
office, but disappointingly, it
I jggett, who has a background
the bigger names in rock music.
in film studies, points out the
faded rather quickly in the folThis kind of media onslaught is
lowing weeks. No, it wasn't
existence of franchises dating
common with today's franchisbecause people finally got sick
back to the 1940s, with Bing
es, as they now weave their way
of Keanu. Iastead, "The Matrix" Crosby and Bob Hope's popular into almost every avenue of
"Road" movies. However, she
was one of many casualties in a
public entertainment.
pinpoints the birth of the modsummer movie season saturatIt's not limited to the big
em franchise to the late 1970s.
ed with established franchises.
screen either.
From "X-Men 2" to "Charlie's
"V\e really have George Lucas
In the same way that film
and the' Star Wars' trilogy to
Angels 2," "Terminator 3,"
franchises are using music and
thank for that," she said. "That
"American Wedding" and "Bad
television to sell their product,
was the first major franchise
Boys II," it seemed like everythe music and television industhing the studios had to offer
phenomenon with this enortries are broadening their
was treading on familiar
mous mass popularity behind
approach as well, leaving
it. Plus, you had the direct link
ground. Even a non-sequel like
today's consumer with an

almost entirely interconnected
entertainment universe.
Top shows like "Friends"
already have spin-off series in
the works, soundtracks available and DVDs on sale. While
musical artists like Jennifer
Lopez and Eminem have managed to appear on MTV, top the
pop charts, and lead the box
office all in the same week.
So who are the losers in all
this? Well, it's the consumers, of
course. In the end, we're the
ones spending money on products that are increasingly overmarketed and unoriginal. This
isn't to say that all franchises
offer nothing worthwhile to the
public. But for every "Lord of
the Rings," there's a "leepers
Creepers 2."
As Professor Liggett put it,
"With so much money
involved, a lot of studios aren't
looking for a good story anymore. They're looking for their
next big franchise."
That's a sad truth that we'd be
wise to remember before burning any more hard earned cash
on another dose of deja vu.

New album sparks creativity ™
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for each other on

Q: Was there anything different in the recording process from
the first and second album to the
new release of 6?
A: I think we just got better. We
were pretty green into the second record.
Our EP is a bridge from what
we sound like now. 6 is fresh and
new. 1 think the biggest difference is a difference in the writing We sort of evolved into a
true, full band. The EP is the first
CD that showcases all the members of the band then just individuals writing.
Q: How did the band members meet?
A: Most of us met in Bowling
Green, lason and I have known
each other since grade school
back in Lorain and Amhurst
area. We had homeroom together. 1 met Tim working at WFAL
After BG we moved to
Columbus and met Mark
Kovitya.
Q: For the Field Studies Tour, I
see that you're touring with
Miranda Sound. I also understand that you absolutely love
them. How do you feel about
playing with a band that you
enjoy?
A: I guess it makes it a lot more
fun. It makes it a lot easier. We
toured with them for 10 days last
year.
Q: Have they influenced you in
anyway? If so, how?
A: They definitely have been a

VARIOUS ARTISTS
VERVE REMIXED2
UMG
Recordings

a

Verve, a non-group combining the efforts of producers
Dahlia Caplin and lason
Olaine. has captured the familiar sound of old jazz tracks and
paired them up with club techno beats
Sound a bit outlandish? For
the past four years and three
albums later, the people who
work with Verve have been
attempting to create a sound
that appeals to a new audience
by introducing old artists in a
redefined way. In addition to
seeing that old greats get
noticed time and time again
and that brand-new club DJs
get the credit they deserve.
Verve Remixed2 is not just
another album that some producer and DJ put together to
make you go out and grab your
glow sticks. Remixed2 is a jazz
jam fest filled with classics that
can also create a mellow mood.
Many of these tracks will ring
a recognizable bell in your ear.
Track two, "Sinnerman," can be
heard in the ending sequence
of "The Thomas Crown Affair."
It's an extremely catchy jazz
tune that combined the late
Nina Simone's original hit and
Felix Da House Cat's Heavenly
House Mix
Track three. "Whatever Lola
Wants." which is identifiable by
name, is an old Sarah Vaughan

a
personal level. They write really
good songs. You have to have
your A-game when you play with
them.

Q&A
WITH STEPFORD FIVE
FRONT MAN
KEITH JENKINS
Q: How often do you guys
practice a week until perfection?
A: Well, urn, once a week right
now is all we have time for. But
we play three-four hours straight.
Q: Looking at your touring
schedule, it seems you guys are
busy with a gig every week. How
does this affect your work, family,
or personal life?
.V It's hard especially when
we're away. One member is married and some of us have live-in
girlfriends. Jason has a wife that
comes with us She's like our tour
manager.
This isn't something we want
to do for the rest of our lives. It
gets us through the week a little
faster. It's definitely a sacrifice
from doing things with friends,
girlfriends, or family. Being in a
band is basically like being married.
Q: Were there any certain
influences in your younger years
to become a musician?
A: We all grew up listening to
radio rock and classic rock. Some

classic that the Gotan Project
impressively remixed. This
song could also be heard on
the "What's the Worst That
Could Happen?" soundtrack.
As the CD progresses, you
may feel numbed by the constant beat that techno has yet
to overcome. The CD has
tracks that defined a generation, and that appeals to the
modem masses.
- Angela L Gorter

DAVE
MATTHEWS
SOME DEVIL

„i us went
,.,<.ui our.utt
of
through
80s rocki
stage. We grew up listening to
WMS Cleveland rock station.
Q: What would be your
favorite concert that you have
performed in your years of touring?
A: My favorite show was
Athens at Ohio University in the
Union. 1 lost my voice three
songs into the show. The crowd
was getting into it. It was the
most fun we had on stage.
Q: How do you deal with your
local fame in Columbus, because
it looks like from your tour
schedule that you guys are quite
popular?
A: Haha. I'm like Jamie Farr in
Toledo. There's not really much
to deal with. The music scene is a
clique. lust like it was in high
school. We get coverage in the
local papers. It's not like I get
mugged because I'm in a band
and get chased down by girls for
my underwear. It's not very popular to be in a band.
Q: Have you ever had any
over-obsessive fans since you
began touring?
A: Usually, it's the people who
contact you online. They can
kind of get obsessive. As far as
over-obsessive, there are not tons
of girls chasing us; maybe lason.
There's this guy in his 50s who
brought his 15-year-old daughter
to one of our concerts After a
while, the daughter stopped
coming and the guy would still
come and take pictures of us and
make posters and flyers.

with the Seattiemusic String
Quartet. For the CD's blues-like
title track, Matthews plays oneman-band with a solitary electric guitar melody. In addition,
he offers listeners an acoustic
version of first single,
"Gravedigger."
It's impossible for me to pick
a favorite track on this CD.
While 1 may be partially biased,
having been a Dave fan for several years, I believe this album
is representative of Marthews
taking the next step creatively
in his career, and is hopefully
equally illustrative of what we
can expect from him in the
future
- Andrea Wilhelm

RCA Records

One word; Wow. Dave
Matthews, guitarist and vocalist of the Dave Marthews Band,
serves up 13 amazing original
songs on his first solo album.
Some Devil.
Filled with several emotions
- life, death, love, loss and faith
-- Some Devil shows, some of
Matthews' best work yet.
The overall tone of the
album is very soulful, romantic
and haunting. Matthews also
experiments with several styles
in his first successful solo
attempt. From the hymal-like
"Trouble" to the reggae sounds
of "Up and Away," honky-tonk
gospel of "Save Me" and a
Qawwali devotional groove of
Nusfrat Fateh Ali Kahn of "An'
Another Thing."
Some Devil is equal pans
happy and sad, somber and
sunny. On the folk lullaby
"Baby," Matthews recorded live

Can't wait to
see Kilt Bill?
Always have a
thing for
Murphy Lee?
Visit
The Pulse at
www.bgnews.com

and check out
the newest CD
reviews.
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FINDERS TOP TEN
1.0UTKAST
Spearbwoa
2. DAVE MATTHEWS
Some Devil
3. LIMP BIZKIT
Results May Vary
4.0BIE TRICE
Cheers
5.DMX
Grand Champ
6. A PERFECT CIRCLE
13th Step
7. ERYKAH BADU
Worldwide Underground EP
8. JOHN MAYER
Heavier Things

H

MIRANDA SOUND

Reverbose
Records

Miranda Sound comes
from Columbus, Ohio with
members Billy Peake
(vocals, guitar), Sean
Sefcik (bass keys), Scott
Haynes (drums) and Dan
Gerken (vocals, guitar,
cello and keys).
They performed with
Stepford Five last night at
Howard's Club H and are
presently on tour with
them.
Miranda Sound has just
finished their new album.
Dan Gerken from Miranda
Sound comments, "I feel
proud because I think it
represents our eclectic
batch of songs as a
diverse band."
He feels that the band
has created more collaboration and sustenance.
They are very renowned
back in Columbus. They
gear their songs primarily
to a younger audience.
The band is planning on
finishing The Field Studies
Tour, with Stepford Five in
which they share a record
label, Reverbose Records.
They also have their own
label at Standard
Recording.

The serene, melodic air of
Stepford Five's new resonance leaks into their audience's ears and their music
can soften listeners into a
lake of harmony.
The band shows their
musical talent through their
new album, 6. Keith Jenkins'
voice pacifies his audience
with sadness. His emotions
show through his harmonics of pain.
He pulls the audience in
with him with the strain of a
broken heart or the pleasure
of mended heart.
The other members of the
band assist Keith lenkins in
the creation of a new type of
rock band. They don't
sound like other hokey rock
bands, but seem to be
familiarized with the classic
rock era with a hint of new
rock. For a local rock band
of Columbus, they could
shake the stage of rock.
Stepford Five fulfills their
audience's wishes by replacing their the old with the
new.
Fans will not need to create illusions because they
are real. Real good. They
make a new name for local
bands, "Really good classic
new rock1"
- Rachel Bobak

9.RUFUSWAINWRIGHT
Want One
10. THURSDAY
War All The Time

TOP 5 DVDs
1. "BULLETPROOF MONK"
2. "FAMILY GUY Volume 2"
3. "IDENTITY"
4. "LORD OF THE RINGS: THE TWO
TOWERS"
5. "HUNTED"

WFAL FIVE ON THE RISE
1. PRIMUS
"Animals Should Not Try To Act Like
People"
2. TEENAGE FANCLUB
"4,766 Secontls"
3. THE THRILLS
"So Much For The City"
4. MXPX
"Before Everything & After"
5. LAGUARDIA
"Welcome to the Middle"
Finders Top Ten is compiled by
Andrew Clayman. Contact him at
clayman@bgnet.bgsu.edu

JOSH KELLY
FOR THE RIDE
HOME

UAO maintains
positive outlook
By loe BugCee
PULSE <I»II(R

Let's quickly review just
what exactly is going on this
weekend: Football (good football.too) followed by live
music that features two of the
hippest and exciting hip hop
acts on the planet. But is anybody really noticing this once
a year, twin-killing?
Ryan Reiterman, the president of the University
Activities Organization,
despite sluggish tickets sales
for the upcoming
Homecoming concert featuring Nappy Roots and Black
Eyed Peas, is anything but pessimistic. In fact, he's downright
super excited.
"It just so happens to work
out that we could afford these
two very exciting hip-hop
bands," Reiterman said. "1
think it's great that they both
want to play at colleges."
It's a wonder just how they
can afford the Black Eyed Peas
and Nappy Roots when an
estimated 1,300 tickets have
been sold, out of 4,000. But to
Reiterman and UAO advisor
Kathy Collins, the lower than
expected ticket sales will not
deter their enthusiasm for this
weekend's show.
The LA-based Black Eyed
Peas bring a fusion of funk
and hip hop to Anderson

Arena. Their third album,
Elephunk, named for what the
bands said is a big, deep funk
sound, has been critically
acclaimed since being
released this summer.
The quartet of will.i.am,
apl.de.ap, Taboo and newcomer Fergie, not only lay out
the funk on their latest release;
that they thrive on it, beating
the listener into submission. A
single from the album "Where
is the Love?," has been a top 40
smash the last several weeks,
including landing the top spot
on Rick Dee's top 40 list
The Kentucicy-bred Nappy
Roots bring to campus a more
hard-edged hip-hop sound,
intertwining lyrics about social
injustice with harmony.
On the Nappy Roots' latest
album, Wfaoden leather, they,
like Black Eyed Peas, fuse rap
with funk, some rock and a little folk. The combination of
genres makes for an eclectic
musical experience. An experience that should energize the
crowd, no matter the size,
Collins said.
"It's definetery going to be a
good time," Collins said.
"Really high energy."
Tickets are $18 with student
ID and are $20 the day of the
concert. The show will begin
shortly after the football game.

Hollywood Records

Throughout the annals of
music history, there have been so
-called copycats. The Rolling
Stones did it, the Beatles did it
and perhaps the grandaddy of all
copycats was the mighty
Zeppelin.
But what if the copycats are
copied? That is probably the
greatest sin.
lost) Kelly, you've made a
harmless record, but in all actuality, it's a rip off of John Mayer,
who has ripped off Dave
Mathews. Like whenever you
make a copy of a copy, the end
result is worn down, not very
crisp and most of all, bland.
The sound that is For the Ride
Home, has a trendy, frat-rock
sound. It's inoffensive and harmless, but there is nothing that
sticks out. Kelly's voice is strong,
but it sounds the same on every
song The acoustic guitar plays a
prominent role on this album,
but again, it's just a slighUy different gig from the tone of Mathews
and now, Mayer folksy, "sensitive" and quasi-bluesy.
There are a couple of standouts on Home, mainly'TIometo
Me," which showcases Kelly's guitar-playing ability. The album's
final track, "Pokerfaced," a song
that has an old-fashioned but
ultimately cool quality to it,
sounds like it was created and
wrote for the old jazz clubs of the
forties and fifties But on an
album that only has two good
ones compared to 11 plain ones,
it's too little, too late.
-JoeBugbee
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Personals

For Sale

Kick ass all girl band
seeks guitarist!1
Please call 419-494-9612

S5001 Carstrucks from S500. Police
impounds Hondas. Chevys etc. For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558

Lil' Melissa.
A week lull of clues, can you guess
who''
Kisses. Your Big

1997 Ford Contour DL. Good cond ,
power windows & locks, AM/FM
tape player, AC. 43K. $3800
419-352-4636

Wanted

4 bedrooms. 2 baths
Fore closure only. S3000. For listings call 800-719-3001 ext H 584

The Daily Crossword Fix
1
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4
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Travel
BIGGEST SPRING BREAK PARTY
Cruise with 100s 01 Students On
The Largest & Wildest Student Parly
Cruise' Spend 5 Days
In The Bahamas From S2791
Includes Most Meals.
Free Parlies. Port Taxes!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
1-800-678-6386
Costa RiCii Tropical Biology
Eco-tour/ course Winter Break Dec.
28-Jan 12. Earn 4 Biology sem. hrs
Contact Dr Demars 1440) 953-7147
email bdemars(«Illakelandcc edu.

Reality Spring Break 2004
As seen in
"The Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowest Prices. Free Meals &
Parties Book before Oct 15th1
2 Free Trips For Groups'
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com

Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. America's *1 Student Tour Operator Hiring campus reps Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
Spring Break-sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round Irjp
airline tickets to over 15 Internalio.nal destinations including Aruba Don- nicar RepuDI c Costa R
ca. Caribbean not spots and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited
offer - call now Commission rep positions also available 1-800-7873787. www.studentexpress.com

WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www Sunchase com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today!

Services Offered
Need a fresh start reguardless of
credit status'' Consolidate your
debts Call Credit Union One
toll free 866-475-8024
Pregnant9 Know all the facts
Confidential, free testing & support
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
A( 111 Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill
Lit Meredith.
Roses are red
Violets are blue.
You don I know who I am.
But I know you'
I'll see you tonight!
Love. Big7
Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill AOII

pg&^lo-s

brought to you by

Subleaser wanted lor spring
semester at Summit Terrace Apts.
Call Tiffany 419-353-5249

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
31

Couch, loveseat. entertainment
center, and reading desk lor sale.
419-494-3060
IMPORTS FOR SALE

Subleaser wanted. Sterling University Enclave 1 bdrm. 3 male rmtes til
May Call Andrea @ 419-270-0826
Subleasers needed immed. 2 Ig.
bdrm. house. Pets allowed. 222
S. College 1st floor 419-494-3793

Help Wanted

Bartender trainees needed
S250 a day potential Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 541
Bowling Green High School. Junior
Varsity Head Wrestling Coach
Paid position, call Head Coach Matt
Jacobs 419-704-9690 after 6 pm.
Childcare. Mon.-Thurs. days through
May. Academic schedule w/ breaks
oft Ideal for evening/grad sludent.
419-957-3966
DesK clerk needed 4 shifts per
week Midnight to 8 a.m Please
stop by the Buckeye Inn & Studios
1740 E Wooster to apply 352-1520
Movie Extras' Models needed
No exp required, all looks & ages
Earn up to S100-500/day
1-888-820-0167 ext U112
Our family is looking lor a kind energetic & very loving helper to come to
our house to help w/ our 18 mo. old
child. Must like children .Light
housekeeping duties, flex. hrs. lor
school sched. wkend. hrs avail.
Call ASAP 419-872-4517
Students needed' Huge clothing
sale. Cashiers, stock & sales help
S6.50/ hr. plus discount. Apply in
person. Bowen-Thompson Sludent
Union Multi-Purpose Rm 228 on
Sun. Oct. 5 from 10 am- 1pm
Hiring floor walkers, door &
day time bartending. Applications
available Fri & Mon 12:30 - 2
VISA/MASTERCARD Approval
Agents Earn St.000/week potential
No experience necessary
1-800-821-3416 Ext 237
Volunteer Asst Wrestling Coaches
Bowling Green High School.
Contact Head Coach Matt
Jacobs (419) 704-9690 after 6 pm.

1988 Mazda 323 S1800
1990 Honda Accord $1800
1990 Subaru Legacy S2900
1993 Honda Civic Cpe.CALL
1992 Toyota Corolla S3900
1993 Toyota Tercel CALL
1997 Geo Prism S4900
1996 Honda CIVIC Ex CALL
1997 Toyota Paseo conv $6900
(3) 2001 Mirage 4Dr $6900
2002 Kia Rio $6900
1994 Previa Van (all Irac) CALL
1994 Honda Accord Wagon $5900
1995 Toyota Camry Wagon CALL
1999 Honda Passport $12,500
•FINANCING AVAILABLEAUTOVILLE
419-353-8810

Used equipment in good working
condition Canon PC300 copier for
home-SlOO Lacie CD Rewritable
Drive-$75 UMAX Astra 1220S Color
Scanner-S75. Call Jams in Toledo
@ (419-841-2602

32
33
34

ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
29
30
35
36
38
39
41
42

Sand-caslle mold
Friendly contests
Shocked sound
"M'A'S'H' star
Mournful poem
Pac-10 school
Cily on the Delaware
Hawaiian fete
Helmsmen
Works lor
Church part
Porter's lote
Ctty on the Tennessee
Eagle's abode
Simpsons' neighbor
Keystone State founder
Collegiate starter7
Former mates
Grace
"Like a Rock" rocker
Michigan city on
namesake river

45
49
50
51
55
56
58
59
60
61
62
63

1 bdrm apt avail flex, lease. As low
as 5430/mo. Furnished, includes all
util. & cable. Stop by Buckeye Inn &
Studios 1740E Wooster 352-1520
' bedroom apt $350, month
plus electric 854 Eighth St.
419-392-3354
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'"1 bdrm apt S450'mo mclud util
2 blks from campus, quiet res area
♦ 2nd sem . 2 bdrm apts avail.,
$450/ mo Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

Redwood
Yours and mine
Twisted forcibly
Hungarian capital
Oklahoma city
City on the Wabash
Dietary, in ads
Movie mermaid
Motley _
Salacious look
Noah or Wallace
Long, long time periods

Calvary initials
March Madness org.
Highly excited
Jessica Parker
More sullen
Impolitely
Jim-dandy
Pyle or Kovacs
Completely
Beneath
Runny cheese
Continental money
Knock senseless
Shirts for golfers?
Keyboard key
Afore
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VOTED BEST PIZZA 11 STRAIGHT YEARS

For Rent

" 04-05 Listings Available. Pick up
24/7 at 316 E Merry #3 or will mail.
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm

Cat's feet
Deplaned
Inactive
Expressing grief
City on Seneca Lake
"The Man with the
Golden Arm" writer
New York nine
Conceit
Thesaurus wd.
"The
Archipelago"
Integra maker
Jargon
Hesitation
Really angry
First governor ofAlaska41
Tree trunk
43
Petri dish medium
44
_ Fear River
45
Command to Fido
46
English composer
47
Frequently
48
Beyond the solar
51
system
52
Former serviceman
53
Lou or Walter
54
Russ. and Lat.. once 56
57

JSP?203
N. Main
*"^

FR

For Rent

«

D

UV€RV

f

1
IS no Minimum

352-5166

See our coupon menu
in Hie telephone directory or
ask about our SPECIALS!

Have a Great
Homecoming Weekend!

For Rent

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric
Starling at $390.00 per month.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE

MOVE IN NOW-1 MONTH FREE
1 & 2 bdrm apts avail, in serene
park-like selling. Includ dishwasher.
heat, water. & trash 419-352-6335.

Management Inc.
MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm. apts Rents from
S320/ mo. Call Charing Cross Apts.
for your tour (419) 352-0590.

A FEW APARTMENTS
LEFT
(all 353-5800

(419) 354-2260
2 bdrm. unturn. apt. 1/2 block trom
Univ S650/mo mclud util. Avail. May
2004 1 yr. lease Call 419-686-4700

3 bdrm house, quiet residential
neighborhood Deposit & references
req Call 419-352-5339 alter 6pm

Furnished 1.2 or 3
bedroom apartment
(419)352-5239
Lg efficiency. 1/2 block Irom Univ
$285/ mo. includes util. Avail May
2004 1 yr lease Call 419-686-4700

Located at 319 E Wooster SI
across from Taco Bell.

Highland

'! i.i...;r iiir.it Inc.

Management
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

(419)354-6036
9 AM-5PM

FROM ONLY
$465!
• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking
(MSIIT SOUUI

i
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iHoma Depot

130 E Washington St. BG

N

t

FREE HEAT
= VARSITY
= SQUARE
APARTMENTS

716 E. Wooster. I bdrm #2.
410/tno + Klec. Aross from
Campus
OPEN NOW

M.ntjucincm Inc.

We only have
1 unit
remaining -

Hillsdale Apt.. 10K2 Fairsicw
2 Bdrm Apis./ one 3 Bdmr Tv.nh.
Dishwasher - Qartnge Disposal,

HURRY
IN!
Our properties:
Jay-Mar
The Highlands
The Homestead

I 1/2 Baths-Washer/Dryer Hookup. BGSU Bus stop.
FEW OPEN NOW

Management ine.

Evergreen Apt 213 E. Poe
One I Bdrm open
2 Bdrm #66 & »l 16PV
Laundry on site. BGSU bus slop

OPEN NOW

Check back with
us as you start
apartment hunting
for 2004-2005!
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

i.<r.c

A

Stop by our Office at

1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.meccabij.com
lor complete listings
for next year.

Tne Sisters ofcdi Omega
WouQfLike to CongratuCate
Katie Kaiser on her
CavaCiering
to Chad Whits.
(nb&Tsu \a 'Pi
ai

OCivia tfarvey on her
Engagement
to 7y Toust of
(ftfyha Sigma Thi)

